3F FILOLUCE

LED CATALOGUE

3F Architectural

3F Filoluce
Design: GEZA

A free-standing steel luminaire fitted with a white opal
methacrylate diffuser and a prismatic screen designed for the
workplace.
The lightness of the shape allows 3F Filoluce to fit easily into
every context, establishing a relationship with the same through
the various curves that form the sinuous vertical arm with a
constant diameter of 38 mm, from the base right up to the
diffuser.
Fitted with a touch ignition system located in the vertical part the
fixture provides comfortable lighting that is particularly suitable
for office environments.
With 3F Filoluce design and quality combine in a single element
with a sleek, unusual shape designed to enhance the work
environment from a technical and aesthetic point of view.
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GEZA
“For the shape of 3F Filoluce
we took our inspiration
from paper clips, objects
that symbolically represent
working in an office.”

The idea behind this light fixture is a reflection on the new
demands of contemporary offices combined with a re-visitation
of the industrial diffuser which is the soul of 3F Filippi.
Given increasing requests for flexibility a free-standing luminaire
was chosen that could be the ideal solution for lighting these
new working environments. The light fixture is suitable to be
used individually or in series and can be freely positioned to
characterise the architectural quality of the space. The thin
shaped fixture with a monumental architectural presence
evolves into a series of curves to reach desks.
As it rises from the ground the fixture turns downwards as if
to evoke the effect of a suspension lamp to then end parallel
to the work station with an unusual opaque white diffuser
whose shape allows for an effective distribution of the luminous
flux. The upper arm can rotate to 90° to disengage from the
encumbrance of the base to adapt to various workstation
configurations.
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VERSATILITY
The light element has a 180 degree rotation angle.
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SCREENS AND FINISHES
3F Filoluce is available in an opaque black or white version. Its direct and indirect light is distributed downwards using a
trapezoidal prismatic diffuser and upwards using an opal element: a mix that makes the working environment relaxing while
at the same time ensuring excellent visual comfort on work stations.

OP

Flat opal
PMMA filter

SP

Prismatic
PMMA filter
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Finish

Black

White
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NEW

3F Filoluce
Construction characteristics

Source characteristics

Applications

Illuminotechnical characteristics
Direct-indirect distribution.
Average luminance <3000 cd/m² for radial
angles >65° (direct emission).
Lifetime (L92/B10): 30000 h. (tq+25°C)
Lifetime (L85/B10): 50000 h. (tq+25°C)
Lifetime (L80/B10): 80000 h. (tq+25°C)
Lifetime (L75/B10): 100000 h. (tq+25°C)
Photobiological safety RG0 unlimited, risk
exempt, in compliance with IEC 62471,
IEC/TR 62778.

• Linear LED modules.
• Color initial tolerance (MacAdam): SDCM 3.

Environments which cannot, for technical
reasons, be equipped with points of light
directed onto the ceiling.
Open-space offices and environments in
which a high degree of workstation
flexibility is required.
Environments: staterooms, with VDTs, offices.
Environments where soft diffuse light is
required for optimal visual comfort.

On request
• different power levels, colour rendering
indices and colour temperatures
• single-circuit wiring
• different power cables

Light Management

Mechanical characteristics
Painted steel filiform tubular body.
Aluminium LED housing compartment with
a thermal heat sink function.
Particularly eye-catching opal and
transparent prismatic PMMA diffuser to
optimise light distribution.
The luminous part can be rotated 180°
horizontally to optimise positioning in the
workplace.
Electrical characteristics
In compliance with EN 60598-1.
Touch DALI touch control integrated in the
stem, for switching on and off and
independent adjustment of the two
emissions.
Power supply with a 2.5 m long
transparent cable, schuko plug.

The DALI products of this family can be
controlled manually with the technology
3F Easy or even automatically and
manually using the 3F Smart Dimming
technology (refer to "Light Management"
on our website).
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Datasheets, product updates and specifications on our website: www.3f-filippi.com
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3F Filoluce | White
Code 6098


White painted body with a brushed surface.
Thermoformed opal PMMA upper diffuser and transparent
prismatic anti-glare lower diffuser.

L<3000 cd/m² 65°
Code

Item

Absorbed
power (W)

Output
flux (lm)

CCT
(K)

CRI

Dimensions
LxAxH

DALI electronic wiring 230V-50/60Hz
6094 NEW

3F Filoluce WH 16+23W/835 Touch DALI

45

4754

3500

>80 1410x400x2400

6098

3F Filoluce WH 16+23W/840 Touch DALI

45

4953

4000

>80 1410x400x2400

NEW

3F Filoluce | Black
Code 6099


Black painted body with a brushed surface.
Thermoformed opal PMMA upper diffuser and transparent
prismatic anti-glare lower diffuser.

L<3000 cd/m² 65°
Code

Item

Absorbed
power (W)

Output
flux (lm)

CCT
(K)

CRI

Dimensions
LxAxH

DALI electronic wiring 230V-50/60Hz
6095 NEW

3F Filoluce BK 16+23W/835 Touch DALI

45

4754

3500

>80 1410x400x2400

6099

3F Filoluce BK 16+23W/840 Touch DALI

45

4953

4000

>80 1410x400x2400

NEW

3F ARCHITECTURAL | 3F Filoluce
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DP.0719.EN

To keep up to date on our initiatives and new products, subscribe to lightUpdate:
news, events and new products directly in your email inbox. Information at the speed of Light.

Follow us on social media!

Head office and factory
Via del Savena 28, Z.I. Piastrella
40065 Pian di Macina, Pianoro (Bologna), Italy
Tax Code. 01033260371 - VAT no. IT00529461204
Share Capital € 3,000,000 fully paid up
Bologna Register of Companies no. 01033260371
REA (economic administrative index) No. 234613
Web
E-mail
Telephone
Fax

www.3F-Filippi.com
export@3f-filippi.it
+39 051 652 9611
+39 051 775 884

3F Filippi S.p.A. is constantly striving to improve its products.
Therefore, it reserves the right to modify the contents of this
publication without prior notice.
Check for any updates by visiting our website at
www.3F-Filippi.com, or contact our Sales Network.

